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Various terms

• global warming (… correct: a trend)
• climate change (… nobody gets worried)

• global climate disruption (… illustrative)
• climate crisis (… dtto)
• dramatic climate change (… euphemism)



  

Global warming
- such a term may be confusing

May appear to be
• uniform over Earth,
• concerning just its temperature,
• gradual
• and maybe harmless

However, the changes are
• not uniform at all,
• concern much more than temperature
• quick compared to adaptation abilities
• and harmfull at many cases and sites



  

Temperature anomaly is the 
simplest indicator of change

Apart averages, climate is characterised by extremes, 
times of occurence, spatial arrangement of

• hot and cold,
• overcast and clear sky,
• humidity and droughts
• snowfall, snow cover and thawing
• breezes, snowstorms, tornados and hurricanes

Climate change means the disruption of the 
patterns existing up to recently. A small change of 
the indicator (global departure from past 
temperatures) implies large changes of occurence of 
different types of weather.



  

1. Causes

Rising concentrations of 
greenhouse gases. Their influence 

is masked by sulphate aerosols 
quite a lot



  



  

Enthalpy change of Earth in exajoules
 data from Church et al 2011. Figure by John Cook, 

http://skepticalscience.com/going-down-the-up-escalator-part-2.html 

http://www.agu.org/pubs/crossref/2011/2011GL048794.shtml
http://skepticalscience.com/going-down-the-up-escalator-part-2.html


  

2. Manifestations

 



  

90-ies used to be the warmest decade on record, this millenium is still warmer.: 
http://data.giss.nasa.gov/gistemp/graphs_v3/ 

~ 0.8 oC:  globální zvýšení teploty za poslední století
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Krátkodobé trendy ochlazování 1970/01 až 77/11, dtto až 86/11, 87/09 
až 96/11, 97/03 až 2002/10, 2002/10 až 2011/12 (modře) a trend 42 let 
oteplování (leden 1970 až prosinec 2011, červeně) dle dat pro oceán i 

pevninu NOAA NCDC. Zdroj: Dana Nuccitelli, 
http://www.skepticalscience.com/still-going-down-the-up-escalator.html 

(samotný animovaný graf pak viz 
http://www.skepticalscience.com/pics/NCDC_Escalator.gif)

http://www.skepticalscience.com/still-going-down-the-up-escalator.html
http://www.skepticalscience.com/pics/NCDC_Escalator.gif


  

Temperature change since 1950 for 3-month periods, taken as seasons 
of northern hemisphere: winter (Dec, Jan, Feb), spring, summer and fall. 

 http://data.giss.nasa.gov/gistemp/ 

http://data.giss.nasa.gov/gistemp/


  



  

Surface darkening

a strong amplifying feedback



  

Arctic sea ice volume declines exponencially



  



  

Antarctis



  

Past changes of sea level

Archer & Brovkin, 2008

long term:

10 m – 15 m 
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Oceans are damaged a lot 
already

and their state deteriorates further due to :
• acidification by surplus CO2 from the air

(pH got down by 0.1 on average, i.e., free protons are 
one third more numerous; apart from carbonaceous 
shell organisms it harms fish reproduction)

• warming
• oxygen deficit (anoxia) due to its increased 

consumption and diminished mixing

(see http://www.stateoftheocean.org/)

http://www.stateoftheocean.org/


  

Risks: 
Extreme events

  More rainpours
 flash floods

 droughts

Warmer air can hold more water

(~7%/°C)

floods



  



  



  

Frequency of occurence (Y axis) of local temperature anomalies. 
Horizontal axis gives the temperature anomaly divided  by standard 
deviation for a given site, as valid during 1951-1980. The area below 

each curve is the same. Source: James Hansen, M. Sato and R. Ruedy: 
Public Perceptions of Climate Change and the New Climate Dice

http://arxiv.org/abs/1204.1286


  

 

Wild fires in Greece, August 2007
Source: spiegel.de



  



  



  



  

Drought severity index 
(extreme drought starts by red)

(22 models using SRES A1B emissions pth)
(Dai, 2010: Drought under global warming: a review)

http://skepticalscience.com/Dai_et_al_2010.html


  

United Nations
Framework Convention on Climate Change

(1992)
Aim:

to stabilize greenhouse gas concentrations...
“…at a level that would prevent

dangerous anthropogenic interference
with the climate system.”



  

Dangerous changes?
Species extinction

 esp. polarn and alpine
 unsustainable migration speeds

Ice sheet disruption: sea level

Regionalní climate disruptions
 extreme events more frequent
 vegetation zones shifts / water scarcity

 … stable holocene climate enabled settlement 
and civilisation

… loss of stability in anthropocene – loss of 
habitability of many regions and of Earth ability 
to feed us



  



  Figure 21: Rekonstruované a pozorované změny teplot a projekce do budoucna



  



  



  Figure 22: Emission paths providing a 67 % chance to remain below 2 K warming



  

Target CO2 

< 350 ppm
  To save the planet in a state

 in which civilisation appeared



  



  



  

The goal to reduce CO2 below 
350 ppm

Technically achievable
(but not in a „business-as-usual“ case)

When coal use will be abandoned 
soon
(long lifetime of CO2 in the air)
(we have to stop construction of new 
coal power plants, if they don't capture 
and store CO2)



  

The challenge
We can still avoid damaging the 

world we have inherited
(and have a cleaner planet and 

useful jobs)

We have to find, soon, a way how 
to live without fossil fuels… 

Why not now?



  

 Reducing emissions of fossil carbon and 
man-made production of methane and black 
carbon is the only safe and sure tool to slow 

down global warming

The latter 2 are easier and help quickly, but 
carbon determines the fate of the life on 

Earth



  

To achieve it, fossil carbon dug from Earth is 
to get a price. 

Expressed as CO2, starting from some10 $/t 
and rising to some 300 $/t over years

(road fuel tax in EU is 200 $/t, no problem)

Hansen's fee and dividend way would make it 
 feasible



  

Pricing carbon would help to reduce our level 
of consuption, which is unsustainable

All investments should aim at mitigation, 
helping adaptation if possible
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